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EXCHANGE RATES

Al-Muzaini Exchange Co.

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer 304.150
Euro 339.130
Sterling Pound 401.480
Canadian dollar 230.940
Turkish lira 52.900
Swiss Franc 310.520
US Dollar Buying 296.700

ASIAN COUNTRIES
Japanese Yen 2.797
Indian Rupees 4.291
Pakistani Rupees 1.977
Srilankan Rupees 1.677
Nepali Rupees 2.680
Singapore Dollar 224.630
Hongkong Dollar 38.879
Bangladesh Taka 3.544
Philippine Peso 6.004
Thai Baht 10.083
Malaysian ringgit 77.788

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal 81.161
Qatari Riyal 83.592
Omani Riyal 790.513
Bahraini Dinar 808.160
UAE Dirham 82.863

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash 21.900

Dollarco Exchange Co. Ltd

BAHRAIN EXCHANGE COMPANY WLL

Egyptian Pound - Transfer 18.886
Yemen Riyal/for 1000 1.222
Tunisian Dinar 110.200
Jordanian Dinar 429.140
Lebanese Lira/for 1000 0.203
Syrian Lira 0.000
Morocco Dirham 32.117

Rate for Transfer Selling Rate
US Dollar 303.890
Canadian Dollar 230.380
Sterling Pound 401.130
Euro 337.890
Swiss Frank 302.835
Bahrain Dinar 808.155
UAE Dirhams 83.140
Qatari Riyals 84.380
Saudi Riyals 81.935
Jordanian Dinar 429.905
Egyptian Pound 18.870
Sri Lankan Rupees 1.677
Indian Rupees 4.289
Pakistani Rupees 1.691
Bangladesh Taka 3.537
Philippines Pesso 5.990
Cyprus pound 18.080
Japanese Yen 3.795
Syrian Pound 1.590
Nepalese Rupees 2.669
Malaysian Ringgit 73.955

CURRENCY BUY SELL
Europe

British Pound 0.392324 0.406224
Czech Korune 0.005184 0.014484
Danish Krone 0.041032 0.046032
Euro 0.329556 0.343256
Georgian Lari 0.104278 0.104278
Hungarian 0.000927 0.001117
Norwegian Krone 0.029062 0.034262
Romanian Leu 0.053557 0.070407
Russian ruble 0.004770 0.004770
Slovakia 0.009088 0.019088
Swedish Krona 0.027948 0.032948
Swiss Franc 0.302118 0.313118

Australasia
Australian Dollar 0.198892 0.210892
New Zealand Dollar 0.192092 0.201592

America
Canadian Dollar 0.224304 0.233304
US Dollars 0.300050 0.305350
US Dollars Mint 0.300550 0.305350

Asia
Bangladesh Taka 0.002974 0.003775

Chinese Yuan 0.041850 0.045350
Hong Kong Dollar 0.036792 0.039542
Indian Rupee 0.003595 0.004367
Indonesian Rupiah 0.000017 0.000023
Japanese Yen 0.002711 0.002891
Korean Won 0.000244 0.000259
Malaysian Ringgit 0.069120 0.075120
Nepalese Rupee 0.002622 0.002962
Pakistan Rupee 0.001285 0.002055
Philippine Peso 0.005983 0.006283
Singapore Dollar 0.218207 0.228207
Sri Lankan Rupee 0.001317 0.001897
Taiwan 0.009854 0.010034
Thai Baht 0.009690 0.010240
Vietnamese Dong 0.000013 0.000013

Arab
Bahraini Dinar 0.800617 0.808667
Egyptian Pound 0.018923 0.021663
Iranian Riyal 0.000084 0.000086
Iraqi Dinar 0.000211 0.000271
Jordanian Dinar 0.422998 0.431998
Kuwaiti Dinar 1.000000 1.000000
Lebanese Pound 0.000101 0.000251
Moroccan Dirhams 0.021164 0.045164
Omani Riyal 0.784873 0.792764
Qatar Riyal 0.082886 0.083720
Saudi Riyal 0.080020 0.081320
Syrian Pound 0.001289 0.001509
Tunisian Dinar 0.102606 0.110606
Turkish Lira 0.045591 0.055436
UAE Dirhams 0.082176 0.083002
Yemeni Riyal 0.000989 0.001069

Chinese Yuan Renminbi 43.610
Thai Bhat 11.010
Turkish Lira 52.740
Singapore dollars 223.154

India’s economic 
recovery critical 
for oil in 2020
By John Kemp

LONDON: India’s economy is suffering its worst
cyclical downturn for more than a decade, which is
weighing heavily on global oil consumption, and until
the economy improves, prices are unlikely to see a
sustained increase. If the monetary and fiscal stimulus
succeeds in pushing the economy out of its current
trough, faster growth would play an important role in
rebalancing the oil market in 2020.

Between 2008 and 2018, India’s oil consumption
increased at an annual average rate of just over 5 per-
cent or an extra 200,000 barrels per day each year. The
South Asian giant accounted for 15% of all the growth in
petroleum consumption worldwide over the last decade.
Only China was a more important source of incremental
demand. The health of India’s economy is therefore cru-
cial to the evolution of the production-consumption bal-
ance, and at the moment the economy is very sick.

Like most middle-income countries, measuring the
size of India’s economy and its growth rate, accurately
and in real time, presents formidable challenges. But
hard data on auto sales and electricity generation
point to an economy currently experiencing a severe
slowdown or outright recession. Passenger vehicle
sales have been falling this year at the fastest rate for
more than two decades, down by around 8 percent
between September and November compared with
the same period a year earlier, according to the
Society of Indian Automobile Manufacturers.

Plunging vehicles are both a symptom of economic
stagnation and contribute directly to slower growth in
demand for road fuels. Electricity generation, another
real-time proxy for economic growth, is also falling at
the fastest rate for well over ten years, according to
data from the Central Electricity Authority.

Power consumption was down more than 7 percent
in the three months between September and
November compared with the same period a year ear-
lier. The slump has been so severe it has forced an
aggressive policy response. The Reserve Bank of India
cut its benchmark repo rate five times this year by a
total of 135 basis points. The central government has
also directed banks to increase lending and cut corpo-
rate taxes to revitalize business investment. —Reuters

By Nawara Fattahova

KUWAIT: Panelists during the ‘Developments in the oil
and gas sector’ session at the New Kuwait Summit
2019 discussed issues including the sector’s role in the
New Kuwait strategy, the future of the oil and gas sec-
tor in Kuwait and updates on the petrochemical indus-
try. Haitham Al-Ghais, OPEC Kuwait Governor and
Market Research Manager at Kuwait Petroleum
Company, said oil will not be replaced or removed from
the energy mix by 2040. 

Ghais also spoke about last week’s OPEC meeting.
“Oil price is relatively stable between $55 and $65 for
the last six months, which put pressure on several OPEC
members. It also put pressure on the balances in the mar-
ket. After deliberations that took three days on a techni-
cal level, the numbers we saw were clearly pointing to an
imbalance that would be growing in the new year starting
immediately in the first quarter, when demand usually
drops,” he noted.   

“The pressures on the market related to the China-US
trade dispute and Brexit all put a negative cloud on
demand forecasts. On the other hand from the supply
side, we see signals of a slowdown in production from
non-OPEC producers. Nevertheless, we still see a huge
supply from non-OPEC producers coming to the market
next year. Our estimate assumptions are pointing to 2.3
million barrels per day, of which about 1.5 million is from
the US, and out of this about one million will be shale oil.
So with these two figures there is going to be a surplus in
first and second quarters,” he said.

“Many countries are not adhering to production cuts
as agreed, which will be unfair to many countries.

Kuwait is one of the countries sticking to the agreed
cuts, and other countries will take advantage of it.
Eventually, we came to a decision we would have to cut
deeper as there will be growth in balances by around
700,000 barrels per day in Q1, so we came to the con-
sensus that a cut of 500,000 barrels per day is the right
number to take forward in Q1. So from January 1, 2020,
500,000 barrels per day of additional cuts will be
added on top of the existing 1.2 million bpd that was
agreed before,” said Ghais.

“Our outlook for OPEC shows it will exceed 40 million
barrels per day by 2040. Also, the internal assumption in
KPC shows 39 million barrels per day versus 29 million
barrels per day currently. In the long term, OPEC will be
able to overcome the challenge of unconventional oil
production. In the long term, there is also climate change
and environmental concerns, but Kuwait has targets for
renewable energy,” he explained. “Oil is not really a
source of pollution, and global concerns are over-exag-
gerated. Oil will still continue to dominate with about 30
percent in 2040, and if we add gas to it, it will be about
55 percent of the energy mix,” concluded Ghais.     

Bader Al-Attar, Deputy CEO (Planning and Finance),
Kuwait Oil Company, said KOC has over 11,000 employ-
ees, 9,000 contracts, and 96,000 contractors. “We are
targeting production capacity. In the far future, we have
targets including projects in our portfolio. When produc-
tion goes down, we take advantage to maintain our facili-
ties, and we have plans to be dynamic. We keep spare
capacity in case demand hikes,” he added. 

Nawaf Al-Sharhan, Manager Corporate Planning
Group, Kuwait Integrated Petroleum Industries
Company (KIPIC), said “we want to grow but we need

funding”. “The private sector will provide a good solu-
tion. In 10 to 15 years, we will grow and have good
opportunities and more support than in the past. All this
needs the support of the private sector - we need the
entire governance of the country to support national oil
companies in Kuwait,” he noted. 

Mansour Aboukhamseen, Founder and Former
Chairman, Kuwait Energy, said 2019 was the first year in
which coal consumption dropped, and oil and gas most
probably will peak by 2025. By 2035, oil consumption
will be at about 65-70 percent of what it will be in 2025.

“Oil is not going to disappear, but decline. The price of
alternative energy is competitive today with the price of
oil at $55-60, but the trend is the price of this alternative
energy will come down,” he said.

Sheikh Nawaf Al-Sabah, Acting CEO, Kuwait Foreign
Petroleum Exploration Company (KUFPEC), said we
can’t create jobs for 60,000 graduates entering the
workforce every year. “Our sector creates jobs for about
10 percent of them. We don’t want to be representing the
largest industry in 10 years - we want to have other
industries merge with us,” he pointed out.

Experts do not see oil disappearing from energy mix anytime soon

New Kuwait panelists discuss 
developments in oil sector

KUWAIT: Panelists are seen during the ‘Developments in the oil and gas sector’ session at the New
Kuwait Summit 2019 yesterday. —Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat

US, Mexico, 
Canada finalize 
trade deal
MEXICO CITY: The United States, Mexico and
Canada signed a deal Tuesday to finalize their new
trade agreement, paving the way to ratification after
more than two years of arduous negotiations.
However, the impeachment trial of President Donald
Trump in the US Senate would l ikely delay
Congressional ratification of the agreement until next
year, said Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell.

In reality, it is the second time the three countries
have triumphantly announced the conclusion of the
United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA),
the deal meant to replace the 25-year-old NAFTA,
which President Donald Trump complains has been “a
disaster” for the US. First signed in November 2018,
USMCA got bogged down in political complications,
particularly in the United States, where opposition
Democrats questioned whether it would really force
Mexico to deliver on labor reforms meant to level the
playing field between Mexican and American workers.

But another year of talks produced a series of addi-
tions - notably including tougher enforcement of labor
provisions - that won the blessing of House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi, the key Democrat needed to move the
agreement forward, as well as the largest US labor feder-
ation, the AFL-CIO. Mexican President Andres Manuel
Lopez Obrador, who presided over the signing ceremony,
said the deal “will benefit both Mexican and American
workers.” He hailed it as a “driver of growth” for all three
countries’ economies. “Some people thought it was
impossible to reach this deal. Some people thought we
wouldn’t be able to agree on anything (with Trump). But
look what we’ve done,” said the leftist leader.

From ‘worst’ to ‘best’ 
The final deal, which must now be ratified in all

three countries’ legislatures, will replace the 1994
North American Free Trade Agreement, the historic
pact that erased nearly all tariffs across the region,
deeply integrated its economies and helped turn
Mexico into an export powerhouse. Under NAFTA,
the region - which represents close to 30 percent of
the global economy and is home to nearly 500 mil-
lion people - did $1.2 trillion in trade last year.

But Trump bashed NAFTA as “the worst trade
deal in the history of the country,” blaming it for
shipping American jobs south of the border. He
insisted on overhauling it - a long, fraught process
that kicked off in August 2017, and which pro-
duced what Trump swaggeringly tweeted “will be
the best and most important trade deal ever made
by the USA.” 

Analysts say USMCA is similar to NAFTA in many
respects, but there is improved access for US agri-
cultural goods, including dairy products, which
Canada in particular had tried to limit. It includes
rules designed to improve US auto workers’ compet-
itiveness, requiring 40 percent of each duty-free car
to be made by people earning at least $16 an hour. 

Besides labor enforcement rules, the additions
signed Tuesday include tougher measures to monitor
environmental provisions, and remove the require-
ment for the countries to provide at least 10 years of
exclusivity for biologic drugs, which blocks cheaper
generic versions. US Trade Representative Robert
Lighthizer signed the annex to the deal in Mexico
City along with Canadian Deputy Prime Minister
Chrystia Freeland and Mexico’s top negotiator on
the accord, Jesus Seade.

Senior Trump advisor Jared Kushner, the presi-
dent’s son-in-law, also attended. “It ’s  nothing
short of a miracle that we have all come together,”
Lighth izer  sa id . “We have accompl ished th is
together at a moment when around the world it is

increasingly difficult to get trade deals done,” said
Freeland.

Down to the wire 
The path to ratification now looks clear in all three

countries. Pelosi - acutely aware of the need to win
back blue-collar voters the Democrats lost to Trump
in 2016 - sought to claim victory over the president by
calling the final deal “infinitely better than what was
initially proposed by the administration”. USMCA’s
fate had looked precarious in recent weeks. Lopez
Obrador firmly rejected the initial US proposal for
labor inspections, and the deal seemed likely to get
mixed up in Trump’s impeachment drama and 2020 re-
election bid. Mexico emphasized that there would be
no American “inspectors” visiting Mexican factories
or businesses, but rather panels of “independent labor
experts” which Mexico would help to choose. —AFP

BMW strikes 5-yr 
lithium deal for 
electric car batteries
FRANKFURT: German high-end car giant BMW
said yesterday it had struck a deal with a Chinese
supplier covering all its lithium needs for electric
vehicle batteries for the coming five years. The 540-

million-euro ($599 million) contract with China’s
Ganfeng Lithium will provide “100 percent of
(BMW’s) lithium hydroxide needs” from 2020-24,
Andreas Wendt, BMW’s board member in charge of
purchasing, said in a statement.

Faced with tough new emissions regulations in the
EU from next year and growing public disquiet
about climate change, BMW - like other German
carmakers - plans a slew of all-electric and hybrid
models in the coming years. It is set to offer 25
“electrified” vehicles across its line-up by 2023, with
more than half completely battery-powered. “Our

need for raw materials will grow accordingly. By
2025, for lithium alone, we expect to need about
seven times the amount we do today,” Wendt said.

Sourcing of metals vital to battery production,
like cobalt and lithium, has come under increased
public scrutiny as carmakers around the world
ramp up their electric vehicle offerings. BMW said
Ganfeng’s lithium is mined in Australia under the
“strictest sustainability standards”. Meanwhile it
will from next year source the cobalt for its bat-
teries direct ly from mines in Austral ia and
Morocco.  —AFP 

MEXICO CITY: Canadian Vice-Prime Minister Chrystia Freeland
(left), United States Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer (cen-
ter) and Mexican negotiator Jesus Seade sign an agreement
next to Mexican President Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador (center
top) on Tuesday. —AFP 


